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Abstract: This paper considers a generalized double dispersion equation depending on a nonlinear
function f (u) and four arbitrary parameters. This equation describes nonlinear dispersive waves in
2 + 1 dimensions and admits a Lagrangian formulation when it is expressed in terms of a potential
variable. In this case, the associated Hamiltonian structure is obtained. We classify all of the Lie
symmetries (point and contact) and present the corresponding symmetry transformation groups.
Finally, we derive the conservation laws from those symmetries that are variational, and we discuss
the physical meaning of the corresponding conserved quantities.
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1. Introduction

A well-known equation that models the motion of long dispersive shallow water waves, which
are propagated in both directions, is the Boussinesq equation [1,2], given by:

utt = uxx + buxxxx + α(u2)xx. (1)

This equation is an integrable system, which is well-posed for b = −1 and ill-posed for b = 1.
Many modified and generalized Boussinesq equations have been considered in the literature.

A generalization of the Boussinesq equation depending on a nonlinearity power p 6= 0 consists of
replacing in (1) the nonlinear term (u2)xx by (up)xx. The resulting equation is given by:

utt = uxx + auxxxx + α(up)xx. (2)

A modified Boussinesq equation is obtained by substituting the fourth-order term uxxxx in (1) by
uttxx, yielding:

utt = uxx + auttxx + α(u2)xx. (3)

This equation is well-posed. In [3–8], the Cauchy problem and initial boundary value problem
were considered for these equations and also for a double dispersion equation that unifies the previous
equations and depends on a nonlinear function f (u). This generalized double dispersion equation is
given by:

utt = uxx + auttxx + buxxxx + dutxx + ( f (u))xx. (4)

Another interesting variant of the Boussinesq equation is given by the sixth-order equation:

utt = uxx + auxxxxxx + buxxxx + (u3)xx, (5)
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and its generalization:
utt = cuxx + auxxxxxx + buxxxx + ( f (u))xx, (6)

where f (u) is a nonlinear function. These equations model long gravity-capillary surface waves with a
short amplitude, propagating in both directions in shallow water. The Cauchy problem was considered
for Equation (5) in [9], and the Hamiltonian formulation and a complete classification of Lie point
symmetries and conservation laws were obtained for Equation (6) in [10].

Recently, a generalization of Equation (2) to two spatial dimensions, given by:

utt = uxx + buxxxx + α(up+1)xx + βuyy, p 6= 0 (7)

was considered in [11], where the point symmetries, conservation laws, and line soliton solutions
were derived.

In this work, we consider a (2+ 1)-dimensional generalization of the double dispersion Equation (4),
given by:

utt = uxx + auttxx + buxxxx + dutxx + ( f (u))xx + βuyy, (8)

where f (u) is a nonlinear arbitrary function and a, b, d, and β are arbitrary parameters. The 2D
generalized double dispersion (2D gDD) family of Equations (8) unifies the previous Equations (1)–(4)
and (7). Some (2 + 1)-dimensional equations in this family were considered in recent literature and
were shown to admit interesting exact solutions such as line solitons and lump solutions [11–13].

For any given partial differential equation (PDE), symmetries are transformations that leave
invariant the whole space of solutions of the equation. Symmetries can be used to obtain reductions
and exact group-invariant solutions. These invariant solutions play a key role in the investigation of
certain analytical properties, e.g., asymptotic and blow-up behavior. In addition, explicit solutions
can be used to assess the accuracy and reliability of numerical solution methods. For a given PDE,
all admitted Lie symmetries can be determined by applying the Lie method.

A conservation law of a given evolution equation is a continuity equation that yields basic
conserved quantities for all solutions. Some important uses, among others, are that they allow
detecting and constructing mappings of nonlinear evolution equations to linear equations. Moreover,
they can be used for studying integrability.

In Section 2, we write the 2D gDD Equation (8) as a potential equation, and we find a Lagrangian
formulation for d = 0. The associated Hamiltonian formulation is also included in Section 2. By using
the Lie method, in Section 3, we classify all point and contact symmetries of the potential equation,
and we include the corresponding symmetry groups. We provide an Appendix A with a summary
of the computations. In Section 4, from the previous classification of Lie symmetries of the potential
equation, the variational symmetries are found. Next, in Section 5, we derive the conservation laws
of the potential equation from the variational symmetries by using Noether’s theorem. Furthermore,
we discuss the physical meaning of the associated conserved quantities. Finally, in Section 6, we give
some conclusions.

2. Potential Form and Hamiltonian Formulation

The generalized double dispersion Equation (8) can be expressed in potential form by using a potential:

u = vx. (9)

The resulting equation is then given by:

G = vtt − vxx − avttxx − bvxxxx − dvtxx − ( f (vx))x − βvyy = 0. (10)
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This potential Equation (10) admits a local Lagrangian structure:

δL
δv

= 0 (11)

if and only if d = 0, where δ/δv is the variational derivative with respect to v:

δ

δv
= ∂v − Dt∂vt − Dx∂vx − Dy∂vy + D2

t ∂vtt + D2
x∂vxx + D2

y∂vyy + DtDx∂vtx + DtDy∂vty

+ DxDy∂vxy + · · · .
(12)

Indeed, the double dispersion equation in potential form (10) can be written as the Euler-Lagrangian
equation of a local Lagrangian if and only if the Helmholtz conditions are satisfied [14,15], i.e., the Fréchet
derivative of Equation (10) is self-adjoint. We recall [14,15] that the Fréchet derivative of a differential
function G(t, x, y, v, vt, vx, vy, ...) acting on P(t, x, y) is given by:

δPG =P
∂G
∂v

+ DtP
∂G
∂vt

+ DxP
∂G
∂vx

+ DyP
∂G
∂vy

+ D2
t P

∂G
∂vtt

+ D2
xP

∂G
∂vxx

+ D2
yP

∂G
∂vyy

+ DtDxP
∂G
∂vtx

+ DtDyP
∂G
∂vty

+ DxDyP
∂G

∂vxy
+ · · · ,

(13)

and the adjoint Fréchet derivative is given by:

δ∗PG =P
∂G
∂v
− Dt

(
P

∂G
∂vt

)
− Dx

(
P

∂G
∂vx

)
− Dy

(
P

∂G
∂vy

)
+ D2

t

(
P

∂G
∂vtt

)
+ D2

x

(
P

∂G
∂vxx

)
+ D2

y

(
P

∂G
∂vyy

)
+ DtDx

(
P

∂G
∂vtx

)
+ DtDy

(
P

∂G
∂vty

)
+ DxDy

(
P

∂G
∂vxy

)
− · · · .

(14)

To show that the Fréchet derivative of the potential 2D gDD Equation (10) is self-adjoint, we compute
the Fréchet derivative of Equation (10):

δPG = − f ′′(vx)vxxDxP + D2
t P− (1 + f ′(vx))D2

xP− βD2
yP− dDtD2

xP− aD2
t D2

xP− bD4
xP, (15)

and the adjoint Fréchet derivative of Equation (10):

δ∗PG = Dx( f ′′(vx)vxxP) + D2
t P− D2

x((1 + f ′(vx))P)− βD2
yP + dDtD2

xP− aD2
t D2

xP− bD4
xP, (16)

where P = P(t, x, y), and we verify that Expression (15) coincides with its adjoint (16) for all P(t, x, y).
It is straightforward to show that this only occurs iff d = 0.

There are two main implications when a PDE admits a Lagrangian structure: the existence
of conserved energy, momentum, etc., from Noether’s theorem and the existence of a Hamiltonian
formulation. From the physical point of view, the restriction d = 0 on Equation (10) means that the
dynamics is being restricted such that dissipative processes are being removed, leading to conservation of
energy, momentum, etc.

The Lagrangian corresponding to the Lagrangian formulation (11) of Equation (10) is then given by:

L = − 1
2 v2

t +
1
2 v2

x − 1
2 avttvxx − 1

2 bv2
xx + F(vx) +

1
2 βv2

y, (17)

where F′(vx) = f (vx).
The potential Equation (10) can be expressed as an equivalent evolution system, given by:

vt = w,

wt = vxx + avttxx + bvxxxx + dvtxx + f ′(vx)vxx + βvyy.
(18)
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When d = 0, the Lagrangian structure (11) yields a Hamiltonian formulation for the potential
system (18), given by: (

v
w

)
t

= J

(
δH/δv
δH/δw

)
, J =

(
0 1
−1 0

)
(19)

with the Hamiltonian density given by:

H =
∫
R2

( 1
2 w2 + 1

2 v2
x − 1

2 avttvxx − 1
2 bv2

xx + F(vx) +
1
2 βv2

y
)

dx dy, (20)

where F′(vx) = f (vx) and J is the Hamiltonian operator [15]. There exists an equivalent Hamiltonian
structure in terms of the variable u, with the Hamiltonian given by a nonlocal expression in u and w.
By noting that ut = vtx = wx and by applying the variational derivative identity δH/δv = −Dx(δH/δu),
the Hamiltonian formulation is then given by:(

u
w

)
t

= D
(

δH/δu
δH/δw

)
, D =

(
0 Dx

Dx 0

)
(21)

where D is the Hamiltonian operator [15].
Note that when a = 0 and f (vx) = vp+1

x , the generalized (2 + 1)-dimensional Boussinesq
with p-power nonlinearity is obtained. The Hamiltonian structure for this equation was obtained
in [11]. In addition, if β = 0 and p = 1, this Hamiltonian formulation is one of the Hamiltonian
structures [15] of the ordinary Boussinesq Equation (1). In this section, these Hamiltonian structures
have been extended for a more general (2 + 1)-dimensional double dispersion equation depending on
an arbitrary function.

3. Lie Symmetries

For nonlinear evolution equations, symmetries are important since they can be used to determine
groups of transformations, which leave the solution space of the equation invariant, and also because
they lead to reductions and exact invariant solutions. The Hamiltonian structure derived in the
previous section motivates studying the symmetries of the 2D gDD equation in potential form (10).
The Lie symmetries of Equation (10) consist of point symmetries and contact symmetries, since the
equation involves only a single dependent variable v [16].

3.1. Point Symmetries

An infinitesimal point symmetry of the potential 2D gDD Equation (10) is a vector field of the form:

X = τ(t, x, y, v)∂t + ξx(t, x, y, v)∂x + ξy(t, x, y, v)∂y + η(t, x, y, v)∂v, (22)

whose prolongation leaves invariant the whole solution space of the equation,

prX(vtt − vxx − avttxx − bvxxxx − dvtxx − f ′(vx)vxx − βvyy)|G=0 = 0. (23)

A point symmetry (22) of the potential 2D gDD Equation (10) generates a one-parameter Lie
group of point transformations acting on dependent and independent variables that carries solutions
of the equation into other solutions. This point symmetry transformation is then given by:

t̃ = t + ετ(t, x, y, v) + O(ε2),

x̃ = x + εξx(t, x, y, v) + O(ε2),

ỹ = y + εξy(t, x, y, v) + O(ε2),

ṽ = v + εη(t, x, y, v) + O(ε2),

(24)
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with ε being the group parameter. The action of a point symmetry on solutions of the potential 2D
gDD Equation (10) yields:

v(t, x, y)→ ṽ(t, x, y) = v(t, x, y) + ε
(
η(t, x, y, v(t, x, y)− τ(t, x, y, v(t, x, y))vt(t, x, y)

− ηx(t, x, y, v(t, x, y))vx(t, x, y)− ηy(t, x, y, v(t, x, y))vy(t, x, y)
)
+ O(ε2),

(25)

corresponding to the characteristic form of the generator, given by:

X̂ = P∂v, P = η − τvt − ξxvx − ξyvy, (26)

where P is the symmetry characteristic. The invariance condition is then equivalently expressed in
terms of the Fréchet derivative (13) of the potential 2D gDD Equation (10) acting on the symmetry
characteristic P as:

0 = prX̂(G)|G=0 = δPG|G=0, (27)

yielding:

D2
t P− f ′′(vx)vxxDxP− (1 + f ′(vx))D2

xP− βD2
yP− dDtD2

xP− aD2
t D2

xP− bD4
xP = 0, (28)

which holds for all solutions of the 2D gDD equation in potential form (10), and is called the
symmetry-determining equation of PDE (10). The determining Equation (28) splits with respect
to the differential consequences of v and leads to an overdetermined system of equations for P, f (vx),
a, b, d, and β. Furthermore, we will also impose the classification conditions f ′′(vx) 6= 0, which
implies that the equation is nonlinear; a2 + b2 6= 0 and β 6= 0, which respectively imply that the
equation is a fourth-order PDE, and generalizes the 1D gDD Equation (4) to two spatial dimensions.
We set up and solve the resulting determining system by using Maple, in particular the “rifsimp” and
“pdsolve” commands. A summary of the steps followed for this computation is included in Appendix
A. Therefore, we have the following classification result.

Theorem 1. (i) The point symmetries admitted by the 2D generalized double dispersion potential Equation (10)
for arbitrary a, b, d, β, and f (vx) with the conditions a2 + b2 6= 0, β 6= 0, and f ′′(vx) 6= 0 are generated by
the transformations:

X1 = ∂t, (29a)

(t̃, x̃, ỹ, ṽ)1 = (t + ε, x, y, v), time-translation. (29b)

X2 = ∂x, (30a)

(t̃, x̃, ỹ, ṽ)2 = (t, x + ε, y, v), space-translation. (30b)

X3 = ∂y, (31a)

(t̃, x̃, ỹ, ṽ)3 = (t, x, y + ε, v), space-translation. (31b)

X4,g,h =
(

g(y +
√

βt) + h(y−
√

βt)
)
∂v, (32a)

(t̃, x̃, ỹ, ṽ)4 = (t, x, y, v + (g(y +
√

βt) + h(y−
√

βt))ε). (32b)

The last symmetry is a linear combination of two infinite-dimensional families, with g(y +
√

βt) + h(y−√
βt) being the general solution of the linear equation Ptt − βPyy = 0 for P = P(t, y).

(ii) The 2D generalized double dispersion potential Equation (10) admits additional point symmetries for
special f (vx), a, b, or d, in the following cases:
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(a) a = 0, d = 0, arbitrary f (vx), b, and β,

X5 = y∂t + βt∂y, (33a)

(t̃, x̃, ỹ, ṽ)5 = (cosh(ε
√

β)t + 1√
β

sinh(ε
√

β)y, x, cosh(ε
√

β)y +
√

β sinh(ε
√

β)t, v),

boost in the plane (y, t).
(33b)

(b) f (vx) = α(vx + c)p+1 − vx, a = 0, arbitrary b, d, and β,

X6 = 2pt∂t + px∂x + 2py∂y + ((p− 2)v− 2cx)∂v, (34a)

(t̃, x̃, ỹ, ṽ)6 = (e2pεt, epεx, e2pεy, e(p−2)εv− 2cxε), scaling and shift. (34b)

(c) f (vx) =
1
α ln

(
α(vx + c)

)
− vx, a = 0, arbitrary b, d, and β,

X7 = 2t∂t + x∂x + 2y∂y + (3v + 2cx)∂v, (35a)

(t̃, x̃, ỹ, ṽ)7 = (e2εt, eεx, e2εy, e3εv + 2cxε), scaling and shift. (35b)

(d) f (vx) = α(vx + c)p+1 − vx, b = 0, d = 0, arbitrary a and β,

X8 = pt∂t + py∂y − 2(v + cx)∂v, (36a)

(t̃, x̃, ỹ, ṽ)8 = (epεt, x, epεy, e−2εv− 2cxε), scaling and shift. (36b)

(e) f (vx) = αepvx − vx, b = 0, d = 0, arbitrary a and β,

X9 = pt∂t + py∂y − 2x∂v, (37a)

(t̃, x̃, ỹ, ṽ)9 = (epεt, x, epεy, v− 2xε), scaling and shift. (37b)

The classification of the maximal point symmetry Lie algebras for the 2D gDD potential Equation (10)
is shown in the following theorem. For each case, the basis of generators and its non-zero Lie brackets
are included.

Theorem 2. The 2D generalized double dispersion potential Equation (10) admits the maximal symmetry
algebras (with corresponding non-zero commutator structure) given by:

(i) arbitrary f (vx), a, b, d, and β,
X1, X2, X3, X4,g,h ;

[X1, X4,g,h] = X4,
√

βg′ ,−
√

βh′ ; [X3, X4,g,h] = X4,g′ ,h′ .

(ii) a = 0, d = 0, arbitrary f (vx), b, and β,

X1, X2, X3, X4,g,h, X5;

[X1, X5] = βX3 ; [X3, X5] = X1 ; [X4,g,h, X5] = X4,g1,h1 ,

where g1 =
√

β(y +
√

βt)g′ and h1 = −
√

β(y−
√

βt)h′.
(iii) f (vx) = α(vx + c)p+1 − vx, a = 0, arbitrary b, d, and β,

X1, X2, X3, X4,g,h, X6;

[X1, X6] = 2pX1 ; [X2, X6] = pX2 + X4,−2c,0 ; [X3, X6] = 2pX3 ; [X4,g,h, X6] = X4,g2,h2 ,

where g2 = (p− 2)g− 2p(y +
√

βt)g′ and h2 = (p− 2)h− 2p(y−
√

βt)h′.
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(iv) f (vx) =
1
α ln

(
α(vx + c)

)
− vx, a = 0, arbitrary b, d, and β,

X1, X2, X3, X4,g,h, X7;

[X1, X7] = 2X1 ; [X2, X7] = X2 + X4,2c,0 ; [X3, X7] = 2X3 ; [X4,g,h, X7] = X4,g3,h3 ,

where g3 = 3g− 2(y +
√

βt)g′ and h3 = 3h− 2(y−
√

βt)h′.
(v) f (vx) = α(vx + c)p+1 − vx, b = 0, d = 0, arbitrary a and β,

X1, X2, X3, X4,g,h, X8;

[X1, X8] = pX1 ; [X2, X8] = X4,−2c,0 ; [X3, X8] = pX3 ; [X4,g,h, X8] = X4,g4,h4 ,

where g4 = −2g− p(y +
√

βt)g′ and h4 = −2h− p(y−
√

βt)h′.
(vi) f (vx) = αepvx − vx, b = 0, d = 0, arbitrary a and β,

X1, X2, X3, X4,g,h, X9;

[X1, X9] = pX1 ; [X2, X9] = X4,−2,0 ; [X3, X9] = pX3 ; [X4,g,h, X9] = X4,g5,h5 ,

where g5 = −p(y +
√

βt)g′ and h5 = −p(y−
√

βt)h′.
(vii) f (vx) = α(vx + c)p+1 − vx, a = 0, d = 0, arbitrary b and β,

X1, X2, X3, X4,g,h, X5, X6.

(viii) f (vx) =
1
α ln

(
α(vx + c)

)
− vx, a = 0, d = 0, arbitrary b and β,

X1, X2, X3, X4,g,h, X5, X7.

For arbitrary f (vx), a, b, d, and β, the 2D gDD potential Equation (10) admits a four-dimensional
Lie algebra consisting of time-translation symmetry (29), space-translation symmetries (29) and (30),
and infinite-dimensional symmetry families (32). When a = 0 and d = 0, Equation (10) becomes a 2D
generalized Boussinesq equation in potential form and admits a five-dimensional algebra that includes
the previous symmetries and also a boost in the plane (y, t) (33). The classification of point symmetries
was already known for the 2D Boussinesq Equation (7) in potential form when f (vx) = vp+1

x [11].
However, we remark that this maximal algebra is also admitted by Equation (10) with a = 0 and d = 0
for any f (vx).

We also note that for each of the cases (iii)–(viii) of Theorem 2, the specific forms of the function
f (vx) will result in the dropping of the second-order term vxx in the 2D gDD potential Equation (10).
Therefore, the resulting equations are not properly Boussinesq-type equations, but some other
fourth-order nonlinear dispersive PDEs in 2 + 1 dimensions that admit five-dimensional algebras
consisting of time and space-translation symmetries, infinite symmetry families, plus a scaling and
shift symmetry. In particular, when a = 0 and d = 0 and for the specific forms of f (vx) in Cases (vii)
and (viii), the equations are respectively given by:

vtt − bvxxxx − α(p + 1)(vx + c)pvxx − βvyy = 0 (38)

and:
vtt − bvxxxx −

1
α(vx + c)

vxx − βvyy = 0. (39)

Both equations admit six-dimensional algebras consisting of time and space-translation
symmetries, infinite symmetry families, boost symmetry, and scaling-shift symmetry.
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3.2. Contact Symmetries

A contact symmetry of the potential 2D gDD Equation (10) is a one-parameter Lie group of
transformations that leaves invariant the solution space of the equation and in which the transformation
of (t, x, y, v) essentially depends on vt, vx, or vy. The corresponding symmetry generator is given by:

X = τ∂t + ξx∂x + ξy∂y + η∂v + ηt∂vt + ηx∂vx + ηy∂vy , (40)

and the characteristic form of this generator is then given by:

X̂ = P(t, x, y, v, vt, vx, vy)∂v, (41)

with:
τ = −Pvt , ξx = −Pvx , ξy = −Pvy , η = P− vtPvt − vxPvx − vyPvy ,

ηt = Pt + vtPv, ηx = Px + vxPv, ηy = Py + vyPv.
(42)

A contact symmetry yields a prolonged point symmetry iff the symmetry characteristic P is at
most linear in vt, vx, and vy.

The invariance of the potential 2D gDD Equation (10) under the contact symmetry
transformation is expressed by the determining Equation (28) holding for all solutions v(t, x, y) of
Equation (10). Then, the determining equation splits into an overdetermined system of equations for
P(t, x, y, v, vt, vx, vy) together with the function f (vx) and the parameters of the equation a, b, d, and β.
We impose again the classification conditions f ′′(vx) 6= 0, a2 + b2 6= 0 and β 6= 0. We set up and solve
this system by using the Maple “rifsimp” and “pdsolve” commands. This computation is analogously
done by using the steps outlined in Appendix A for the Lie point symmetries, but considering in this
case the contact symmetry in characteristic form (41). Therefore, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 3. The 2D generalized double dispersion potential Equation (10) does not admit any contact symmetry
except for those that reduce to prolongations of point symmetries.

4. Variational Symmetries

When d = 0, the 2D generalized double dispersion potential Equation (10) admits a local
Lagrangian structure (11) in terms of a Lagrangian functional (17), which will be used in this section to
determine which of the Lie symmetries of Equation (10) with d = 0 are variational symmetries.

A variational symmetry is an infinitesimal symmetry X̂ = P∂v that leaves invariant a Lagrangian
functional L up to a total divergence,

X̂L = DtΨt + DxΨx + DyΨy, (43)

where Ψt, Ψx, Ψy depend on t, x, y, v, and derivatives of v. The invariance condition is usually verified
by computing the left-hand side of (43) and integrating by parts the resulting expression to obtain a
total divergence expression. This invariance condition is equivalent to:

Ev(PEv(L)) = 0 (44)

in terms of the Euler operator (12) (i.e., the variational derivative), involving only the symmetry
characteristic P and the Lagrangian L [14,15].

Therefore, for each of the Lie point symmetries admitted by the 2D gDD potential Equation (10)
with d = 0, it is only necessary to check that the variational symmetry condition (44) is satisfied, where
L is the Lagrangian (17). We next summarize the results.

Theorem 4. The 2D generalized double dispersion equation in potential form (10) with d = 0 admits the
variational point symmetries spanned by the time-translation symmetry (29), the space-translation symmetries
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(30) and (31), the infinite symmetry families (32), the boost symmetry (33), and the scaling-shift symmetry (37).
The scaling-shift symmetry (34) is only variational for p = 4

3 , and the scaling-shift symmetries (35) and (36)
are not variational.

5. Conservation Laws

A local conservation laws of the potential 2D gDD Equation (10) is a space-time divergence
expression:

DtT + DxX + DyY|G=0 = 0 (45)

holding on the solution space of Equation (10), with T and (X, Y) being respectively the density and
the spatial flux, which are functions of t, x, y, v, and derivatives of v. The expression (T, X, Y) is
called the conserved current. For any given nonlinear evolution equation, local conservation laws
are important since they describe physical quantities that do not change over time within an isolated
physical process.

For the potential 2D gDD Equation (10), every non-trivial conservation law (45) is equivalent to
the characteristic equation [14,15,17], given by:

DtT̃ + DxX̃ + DyỸ = (vtt − vxx − avttxx − bvxxxx − dvtxx − ( f (vx))x − βvyy)Q, (46)

holding off of the solution space of Equation (10), where Q, T̃, X̃, and Ỹ are functions of t, x, y, v,
and derivatives of v. When restricted to the solution space of Equation (10), the conserved density
T̃ and the spatial flux (X̃, Ỹ) respectively yield T and (X, Y). The function Q in (46) is called the
conservation law multiplier.

For a given equation admitting a Lagrangian structure (11), Noether’s theorem states a one-to-one
correspondence between variational symmetries and locally non-trivial conservation laws [15,17].
In terms of the variational symmetry characteristic P and the conservation law multiplier Q,
the correspondence in Noether’s theorem is equivalent to the condition:

P = Q. (47)

Given a variational symmetry characteristic P, it is straightforward to derive the corresponding
conserved current (T̃, X̃, Ỹ) from the characteristic Equation (46) by using several methods.
One method consists of first splitting the characteristic equation DtT̃ + DxX̃ + DyỸ = PEv(L) with
respect to v and its derivatives and then integrating the resulting linear system [17]. A second method
consists of applying a repeated integration process [18] to the terms in the expression PEv(L) to obtain
T̃, X̃, Ỹ. A third method consists of inverting the Euler operator in the variational symmetry equation
Ev(PEv(L)) = 0 by means of a homotopy integral formula [14,15,17].

Since the 2D gDD equation in potential form (10) with d = 0 possesses a Lagrangian formulation,
we now derive the conservation laws associated with the variational symmetries obtained in Theorem 4.
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Theorem 5. (i) The conservation laws admitted by the 2D generalized double dispersion equation in potential
form (10) with d = 0, for arbitrary f (vx), a, b, β, arising from variational symmetries, are given by:

T1 = 1
2 av2

tx − 1
2 bv2

xx +
1
2 v2

t +
1
2 v2

x +
1
2 βv2

y + F(vx),

X1 =− avttxvt − bvxxxvt + bvtxvxx − vx f (vx)− vtvx,

Y1 =− βvtvy,

(48)

T2 =avtxvxx + vtvx,

X2 =− avxvttx − bvxvxxx − 1
2 av2

tx +
1
2 bv2

xx + F(vx)− vx f (vx)− 1
2 v2

t − 1
2 v2

x +
1
2 βv2

y,

Y2 =− βvxvy,

(49)

T3 =avtxvxy + vtvy,

X3 =− avttxvy − bvxxxvy + bvxxvxy − vy f (vx)− vxvy,

Y3 =− 1
2 av2

tx − 1
2 bv2

xx − 1
2 v2

t +
1
2 v2

x − 1
2 βv2

y + F(vx),

(50)

T4 =(g(y +
√

βt) + h(y−
√

βt))vt −
√

β(g′(y +
√

βt)− h′(y−
√

βt))v,

X4 =− (g(y +
√

βt) + h(y−
√

βt))(avttx + bvxxx + f (vx) + vx),

Y4 =
√

β((g′(y +
√

βt) + h′(y−
√

βt))v− (g(y +
√

βt) + h(y−
√

βt))vy),

(51)

where F′(vx) = f (vx).
(ii) The 2D generalized double dispersion equation in potential form (10) with d = 0 admits additional

conservation laws corresponding to variational symmetries arising for the following special f (vx), a, or b:

(a) a = 0, arbitrary f (vx), b and β,

T5 =− 1
2 byv2

xx +
1
2 yv2

t +
1
2 yv2

x + β 1
2 yv2

y + βtvtvy + yF(vx),

X5 =− bβtvxxxvy − byvxxxvt + byvtxvxx + bβtvxxvxy − βtvy f (vx)− yvt f (vx)− βtvxvy − yvtvx,

Y5 =− 1
2 bβtv2

xx − βyvtvy − 1
2 βtv2

t − 1
2 βtv2

x − 1
2 β2tv2

y + βtF(vx),
(52)

where F′(vx) = f (vx).
(b) f (vx) = αepvx − vx, b = 0, arbitrary a and β,

T6 = 1
4 aptv2

tx +
1
2 apyvxxvty +

1
2 apvxxvt +

1
4 ptvt

2 + 1
4 βptvy

2 + 1
2 pyvyvt + xvt + αt 1

2 epvx ,

X6 =− 1
2 a(ptvt + pyvy + 2x)(vttx + αepvx ) + 1

2 a(pyvxy + 2a)vtt − 1
2 a(pvt + pyvty)vtx,

Y6 =− 1
2 apyvttvxx +

1
4 apyvtx

2 − 1
2 βptvtvy − 1

4 βpyvy
2 − βxvy − 1

4 pyv2
t +

1
2 αyepvx .

(53)

(c) f (vx) = α(vx + c)7/3 − vx, a = 0, arbitrary b and β,

T7 =− 2btv2
xx + 2tv2

t + 2βtv2
y + 2xvtvx + 4yvtvy + vvt + 3xcvt +

6
5 αt(vx + c)10/3,

X7 =− b(3cx + 4tvt + 2xvx + 4yvy + bv)vxxx + b(4tvtx + xvxx + 4yvxy + 3c + 4vx)vxx

− α( 12
5 cx + 4tvt +

7
5 xvx + 4yvy + v)(vx + c)7/3 + βxv2

y − xv2
t ,

Y7 =− 2byv2
xx − 3xcβvy − 4βtvtvy − 2βxvxvy − 2βyv2

y − βvvy − 2yv2
t +

6
5 αy(vx + c)10/3.

(54)

Next, we look at the meaning of these conservation laws.
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When we consider solutions v(t, x, y) of the given equation in a spatial domain Ω ⊆ R2, for every
conservation law (45), there is an associated conserved integral, given by:

C[v] =
∫

Ω
T dx dy (55)

satisfying:
d
dt
C[v] = −

∫
∂Ω

(X, Y) · n̂ ds (56)

where n̂ represents the unit normal vector, which points outward to ∂Ω, the boundary curve of Ω,
whereas ds represents the arc length along this curve. The global Equation (56) physically means
that there is a balance between the rate of change of the quantity (55) on Ω and the net outward flux
through ∂Ω.

For the 2D generalized double dispersion potential Equation (10), the conservation law (48) leads
to the conserved quantity:

E [v] =
∫

Ω

( 1
2 av2

tx − 1
2 bv2

xx +
1
2 v2

t +
1
2 v2

x +
1
2 βv2

y + F(vx)
)

dx dy, (57)

where F′(vx) = f (vx), which is an energy arising from the time-translation symmetry (29). The
conservation laws (49) and (50) yield, respectively, the conserved quantities:

P x[v] =
∫

Ω
(avtxvxx + vtvx) dx dy, (58)

Py[v] =
∫

Ω
(avtxvxy + vtvy) dx dy, (59)

which are momentum quantities arising from the space-translation symmetries (30) and (31).
The infinite family of conservation laws (51) leads to an infinite family of conserved quantities:

T [v] =
∫

Ω

√
β
(
(g′(y +

√
βt) + h′(y−

√
βt))v− (g(y +

√
βt) + h(y−

√
βt))vy

)
dx dy, (60)

arising from the infinite symmetry families (32) and corresponding to the conserved quantities of
transverse momenta of the linear wave equation vtt − βvyy = 0. The conservation law (52) yields the
conserved quantity:

Q[v] =
∫

Ω

(
− 1

2 byv2
xx +

1
2 yv2

t +
1
2 yv2

x + β 1
2 yv2

y + βtvtvy + yF(vx)
)

dx dy, (61)

which is a boost-momentum arising from the boost symmetry (33). The conservation laws (53) and
(54) yield, respectively, the conserved quantities:

Ẽ1[v] =
∫

Ω

( 1
4 aptv2

tx +
1
2 apyvxxvty +

1
2 apvxxvt +

1
4 ptvt

2 + 1
4 βptvy

2 + 1
2 pyvyvt + xvt + αt 1

2 epvx
)

dx dy, (62)

Ẽ2[v] =
∫

Ω

(
− 2btv2

xx + 2tv2
t + 2βtv2

y + 2xvtvx + 4yvtvy + vvt + 3xcvt +
6
5 αt(vx + c)10/3) dx dy, (63)

which are dilational energy quantities arising from the scaling and shift symmetries (37) and (34).

6. Conclusions

For the 2D generalized double dispersion Equation (8), we first expressed this equation in potential
form, and then, we obtained a condition for this equation to admit a Lagrangian formulation. We
also gave the corresponding Hamiltonian structure. Next, we classified all Lie symmetries (point and
contact) of the 2D gDD potential Equation (10). Finally, we constructed all conservation laws that
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arise from variational point symmetries of (10) with d = 0. We remark that all of the conservation
laws (48)–(54) of the potential Equation (10) depended essentially on the potential v; therefore, for the
2D gDD Equation (8), the corresponding conservation laws are nonlocal. Furthermore, we gave the
physical meaning of the corresponding conserved quantities.

In future work, we will look for exact group-invariant solutions of Equation (8) by using
systematically all symmetries and conservation laws of the equation. Specifically, particular cases
of the generalized Equation (8) have line solitons and lump solutions, so we plan to study the line
solitons and lump solution and other kinds of solitary waves of the generalized Equation (8).
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Appendix A

We provide the computational steps followed to solve the determining Equation (28) for point
symmetries (26) by using the software Maple.

Firstly, we set up the determining Equation (28), and we used the command “coeffs” to split
this equation with respect to the variables ∂2v, ∂3v, and ∂4v. Note that a leading derivative of
Equation (8) and its differential consequences can be previously substituted to simplify the determining
Equation (28). From the leading derivatives vtt, vxxxx or vttxx of Equation (8), it is convenient to choose
any of the fourth-order derivatives vxxxx or vttxx. This procedure gives an overdetermined system of
207 equations for the symmetry characteristic P, f (vx), a, b, d, and β. We also consider the classification
conditions f ′′(vx) 6= 0, a2 + b2 6= 0, and β 6= 0.

Secondly, we use the command “rifsimp” to obtain a tree containing all solution cases.
Thirdly, every solution case consists of a system of PDEs for P and, possibly, an ODE for the

function f (vx) and conditions for the parameters of the equation a, b, d, and β. We solve the ODE for
f (vx) by using the command “dsolve” and the system of PDEs for P by using the command “pdsolve”.
We check the solutions by substituting in the overdetermined system.

Finally, by applying the method detailed in the Appendix of [19], the overlapping cases are
combined, giving a classification of all point symmetries admitted by the 2D generalized double
dispersion Equation (8).
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